Politics and Administration--Constellations of Logic
While the distinctions between politics and administration rarely are seen as useful guides to action, they can help distinguish the ways that politicians and administrators think about and approach their work. Often times apparent common ground is viewed and experienced very differently by the parties involved, especially when one contrasts the world of experienced politicians with that of technically trained professionals like engineers or planners (Aberbach and Rockman, 1988; Heclo, 1977) . Table 1 what an administrative perspective is like; they simply do not appreciate the erosion of staff respect that results from making 2 political exceptions to polices, resolutions or even ordinances when the reasons cannot be convincingly articulated. They do not understand that staff has goals and objectives, and the city could run for a long time without the governing body ever meeting, and that every time an elected official asks for something from staff some administrative routine is probably upset. And they do not understand that changes in policy mean changes in enforcement criteria and emphases, and if staff do not understand why a policy has changed they are left telling citizens, "It's changed because the politicians changed it!"
On the other hand, I think that the more technically trained local government professionals expect the governing body to deal with public policy as if the governing body was just another administrative committee. Gruber's (1987; 100) research showed that local government employees were able to talk about democratic principles with respect, but they had a lot of trouble incorporating them into their work and into their expectations of elected officials. Furthermore, when professional staff criticize the governing body for "failing to do what is right," they often reveal the isolated nature of their thinking, failing to appreciate that what is best for the community is rarely subject to right and wrong decisions without value judgements.
Beginning on the political side in Table I, I suggest from the standpoint of the elected official, politics frequently is 3 seen in some essential aspect as a game. Banfield and Wilson (1966) noted some time ago in examining urban government that an outsider simply could not understand political behavior unless politics was seen as a game politicians liked to play. Joseph Freeman (1992) , an academician and elected official in Virginia puts it this way, "Like games and gambling, it [politics] takes some zest for the action, some passion for the involvement itself, to stay with it and make up for the inevitable losses" (p. 92). 
Staff Support of the Governing Body
Three transformations in the orthodox view of professionalism in local government have taken place during this century. I (Nalbandian, 1991) have written about these changes in detail elsewhere, and I will only summarize them here. They are part of a larger movement that seeks to infuse democratic values into professional practice (Cooper, 1991; Forester, 1989; Frederickson, 1980; Hummel, 1994) . These changes have altered our conception of professionalism from a separation of politics and administration towards a sharing of governmental functions and responsibilities between elected and appointed officials (Svara, 1988) ; from political neutrality and formal accountability to political sensitivity and responsiveness to community values themselves (Thomas, 1986) ; from efficiency as its core value to efficiency, representation, individual rights, and social equity as a complex array of values anchoring professionalism (Nalbandian, 1990; 1991) .
Underlying these transformations is the local government professional's growing acceptance that the city is a political and social as well as an economic and physical unit and that managers cannot deal with the one without attending to the other. As important as jobs and a growing tax base are for a 13 city, its viability depends on its capacity to make public policy in a context of growing diversity and interests.
Regarding If these trends continue, the importance of a bridge between professional staff and the governing body will increase.
And this is the role the chief administrative officer will occupy. I see the governing body and professional staff speaking different languages and the city manager or chief administrative officer acting as a translator. The manager must be able to work with the governing body and staff to help translate political pronouncements and aims into policies, goals, objectives and work plans. Similarly, the manager must see beyond administrative problems onto the political horizon.
It is not enough for the manager to say to staff, "the council won't buy that so don't bring it up" because that kind of statement doesn't instill respect for what the council is trying to accomplish.
The manager must be able to listen with a third ear because amateur politicians often are not very good at articulating what it is they are trying to accomplish or how they are thinking.
For example, in Lawrence we struggled with traffic control at an intersection, and a group of senior citizens in subsidized housing literally demanded first a crosswalk and then a traffic signal when informed that the crosswalk would be unsafe. From an engineering standpoint, the problem to be solved was simple:
did the intersection warrant a traffic signal? But politically, the calculations were very complex even if unarticulated.
First, from a political standpoint, the senior citizens seemed to be saying, "There is a relationship between mobility and dignity for older people, and when we are isolated to one side of the street we lose self-respect. It seems to me that before the city manager can help with this situation he or she must try to understand the governing body's perspective. Once the issue is seen as a mobilitydignity issue rather than whether or not to install a traffic signal, there may be other alternatives to be considered. While it may be expecting a lot of the city manager's office to see the world politically as well as administratively, it is even more unrealistic to expect amateur politicians to be able to articulate a traffic signal decision (even if they felt it intuitively) as one where the real issue is mobility and and that efficiency alone no longer will suffice as a guide to effective administrative work (Nalbandian, 1990; 1991 Further, I experience pursuit of these tasks in an environment
of conflicting values where reason is infused with emotion. It seems to me that professional staff's challenge is to find ways to help the governing body flesh out the meaning of these tasks and be prepared to discern how they can be accomplished; to help clarify the values and the value consequences of issues; and to help diffuse the emotion in issues and raise the level of reasonable discourse. It is a mighty challenge, but it is less than the responsibility the governing body bears, and if staff wants to be seen as relevant to the council in accomplishing its primary task of community building, then staff must accept the 20 challenge and integrate that challenge into its view of professionalism and professional competence.
The challenge is great. By accepting it, I believe professionals acknowledge that focusing on the relationship between governing body and staff in policy development is largely passe. I believe that governing bodies expect staff to participate and often take the lead in policy development. The future of professionalism in local government will focus less on the relationship between staff and council in policy development, and more on staff's ability to help elected officials connect citizens to their city more broadly.
Conclusions
I would like to conclude this paper with several suggestions for future research stemming from the differences in political and administrative thinking and the politician's environment as I have portrayed it.
•Does the symbolic content of political thinking require emphasis on enthnographic methods and phenomenological approaches for further study? I am convinced that understanding the next phase in the development of professionalism in local government requires insight into the world of the elected official from the elected official's point of view.
•Does the function and importance of anecdotes and stories •Are city managers and other chief administrative officers who think more like politicians better able to provide staff support for their governing body as I suggest? If so, do they earn staff respect for this ability/skill or do they distance themselves from their technically trained subordinates whose professional identity often depends upon seeing themselves as different from politicians?
•Can professional staff assist councils in community development without jeopardizing their identity as managers grounded in the value of efficiency?
Professionally trained chief administrative officers and other senior administrative executives occupy a unique role in our political system. They operate at the intersection of political and administrative worlds, and by watching their actions and the way they talk about their work, we can better understand how democracy operates in political communities where administrative processes sometimes seem overwhelming. Despite the desire of these managers simply to do their job, they cannot escape the fact that their role places them on a very prominent stage and ensures continued examination of their roles, responsibilities and values as they continue to serve the needs of elected officials who are operating in an even more challenging environment.
